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Zatro&uotio&

In oo-operation with the Carnegie Foondatlon, the

tJnlTereity of Oregon is making a stMy of the sooial Taloes

involved in appreciation of the arts. By art appreciation

is B»ant more particularly the appreciations involved in

the arts of aiuiie» the art of literature and the spaoe arts.

It is the belief of those undertaking this study that the

appreciations exeroised in art and nature appreciation have

an outstanding social value, fhis value is interpreted as

possessing the ability to develop, encourage and vitalize the

emotional life of our contemporary society. Added significance

is given to this aim because of the changing economic status

of the American social order. Decreased hours of employment

mean inoreased hours of leisure. Advantageous use of leisure

is interpreted as allowing greater emotional expression and

enjoyment. It is believed that the arts of musio, literature

and the space arts furnish such possibilities of enjoyment

and expression.

To understand more definitely the full scope and

objeotives of this study as conducted by the University of

Oregon we shall %uote from the objectives as stated by the

Annual 1932 Eeport of the Art Appreoiation Survey:



In the fields of literature, muslo and the graphio arts,

1. To analyze the faodors of the aesthetlo
experience In each field for the purpose
of

a* clarifying the meaning of the term
"appreciation",

h. isolating the factors upon which
power of appreciation is dependent,
and

0. refining methods of teaching

2. To determine the possible relationship between
desirable social attitudes and ability to
Judge aesthetic values in each of the three
fields." 1

To fucther clarify the objective of "refining methods

of teaching", the Coimalttee managing the pro^jeot has deemed

it advisable to formulate a teaching philosophy based upon

experimental knowledge of the experiences involved ingapprecia-

tion. To quote further from the Committee in charge;

So that we may know:

1. What the appreciative experience is in terms
of scientific knowleage;

2. What it is in terms of aesthetic theory:

Manuscript of The Annual Report of the Art Appreciation Survey.
July 1, 19S2, University of Oregon, on file in the University
Administration Offices.

2

Subvention Request from the University of Oregon to the Carnegie
Corporation of New York, for the support of research in the
appreciation of art and nature, prepared by H. W. Leighton,

University of Oregon, September 1, 19^2, on file in the University
of Oregon Administration Offices.
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S. flow it may be oultivated;

4. Its plaoe in an edaoational scheme; and

5, The human relationship that exists between
student and teacher in this field of worh»
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2HS BASIC FACTORS IIVOLVSD IS A SPACE ARTS CUliRICULUM

1
1. The ITobleta

The varied fields of art appreciation as previously

specified are heiug studied as special prot^eets by the

departments Involved. This study will de&l only with the

space arts.

In the study of the space arts at the University of

Oregon, itr. San©, working in the appreoiational field of

the space arts, has developed '^Peroepticn end Judgment Tests".

The present study deals particularly with refining

teaching methods and determining the nuoleuB about which

a space arts ourriottluei may he ooiistruoted. It regards the

space arts as a fertile field for creative and appreciative

expression. It believes that creators and appreciators,

although varying in their responses, are dealing with

certain cons tern ts in the realm of visual exper^ienoea, It

believes that these constants must he carefully selected

from authoritative soorcea in the art field and that such

eeleotion must successfully integrate with accepted educa

tional viewpoints. For practical purposes these oonstenta

of the space arts must he general enough and pliable enough

to form the nucleus of either a creative or an appreciative

approach to the space arts.



John Dewey says;

We have no word in the English language
that unambiguously includes what is signi
fied by the two words "artistic" euad
"esthetic". Since "artistic" refers pri
marily to the act of production and"esthetio"
to that of perception and enjoyment, the
absence of a term designating the two pro
cesses taken together is unfortunate. Some
times, the effect is to separate the two
from each other, to regard art as something
superimposed upon esthetic material, or,
upon the other side, to an assumption that,
since art is a process of creation, percep
tion and enjoyment of it have nothing in
common with the creative act. In any case,
there is a certain verbal awkwardness in
that we are compelled to use the term
"esthetic" to cover the entire field and
sometimes to limit it to the receiving
perceptual aspect of the whole operation.
I refer to these obvious facts as pre
liminary to an attempt to show how the
conception of conscious experience as a
perceived relation between doing and
undergoing enables us to understand the
connection that art as production and
perception and appreciation as enjoyment
sustain each other.

The aim of this study is to determine those constants

of the space arts experience which may guide either the

student seeking an "artistic" or "act of production"

guidance, or the student who is seeking an "esthetic" or

a perceptual and appreciational enjoyment guide. It is

therefore concerned with pcurt C of division one of the

general objectives as stated in the introduction.



11* Cttrrezilf Status of the General Broblein

Art e^acation Is beooming of Inoreasing importance

as a significant part of the new curriculum which stresses

those stuhies of a social science type. That this trenu

is significant and impelling is evidenoett by the monograph

by Frederick P. Keppel in the report of the Hoover Commission

on "Recent Social Trends".
1

Keppel says;

To say that art is "in the air"
today has a vague sound, but if true
it represents a situation Very different
from that which prevailed a decade ago.
Certainly current commencement audresses
and other public utterances of similar
character are much more likely to con
tain references to the aesthetic side
of life. Skillea program makers today
give reneweo emphasis to literature,
music and other arts in their offer
ings. Such modern symposia as those
recently edited by Charles Beard, the
Encyclopaedia of the Social Sciences
now appearing, the objectives for social
studies in the public schools formulated
by a Committee of the American Historical
Association, all deal more seriously with
the arts than did historical and sociolo
gical studies of even a decade ago. Also
significant is the evidence that in general
it is the people who are recognized as for
ward looking in other respects who are
showing active interest in the application
of art to their daily affairs, in elementary
and higher education, in department stores,
advertising offices and factories, in
social groups and political units.

Keppel, Frederick? T^ Arts in Social Lif£"
Recent Social Trer^s, Mclraw, Hill Book Co., New York,lyd3
P. looa



fhe report further prooeeda with the atatus of the

arta in the aoolal life of the United Statea, prooeeding

from a hii^torioal survey of the paat to the present. The

widespread influence of art on industry, on civic planning

and home life is stressed, as well as the influence of the

arts on education. The ever increasing influence of the arts

in American social life is indicated by the rapid growth of

museums, endowments, etc.

During the years from 1876-1893 there was in America a

definite reaction from the scorn of refinement so character

istic of Jackson's day and a general trend toward an awakening

of interest in intellectual and artistic attainments.

From 1893 to 1918 there was a still greater and more

materially marked development. This was shown by the beginning

of large gifts and endowments; marked of which were the Carnegie

fund and the Rogers and Altman bequests in Hew York, both of

which indicated the recognition and the need of advancing our

own peculiarly American culture and the responsibility of the

vested interests to so promote its growth. In Boston this

reawakening of public interest was marked by a re-birth of

interest in handicrafts.

The Hoover Report continues, "We were either shocked or

amused at the modern paintings displayed in Hew York in the
2

so-called Armory show of 1913, but we were interested as well."

Ibid, 962.
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fhl8 iiaterest was further reflected by the museum moTemexit,

which advanced from a total of 76 museums In 1890 to an aTera^e

of one museum In erery city of the United States hairing a

population of 280,000 In 1983. Uurlng the past twenty years the

amount of capital Inyested In art museu>«s throughout the country

has risen from #15,000,000 to more than #88,000,000,

A general survey of the purposes promulgated by this wide

spread museum movement seems to resolve itself into three major

funotlons, whloh are (1) the ao^^ulsltlon and preservation of

objects (Sj the advancement of knowledge by the study of objeots

and the enrlohment of the public through the diffusion of

knowledge and opportunities for aesthetic appreciation, fhe

general tendency, although taking all three of these objeotlves

Into consideration, shows a marked trend towards emphasising

domlnantly the third function.

That this trend of public interest in art has also been

extended Into the practical fields of public use and demand

Is shown by the figures put cut in 1929 by the Biennial Census

of Manufaotarers. This report, taking the index number of 100

as of 1928, shows that the sale of statuary and art goods In-

oreased from an index of 89.8 in 1919 to 102.6 in 1929. It

further states that importations olasalfled as art goods in

creased from 81.3 in 1919 t© 187,in 1929. The American Art

Sealers Association likewise reports that art gifts to the public

have amounted in the United States in 1931 alone to #136,000,000 ,



A problem now oonfrontlng pabllo edaoation in the

United States is oentering about the problems of striking a

balance between what will most profit the child and how much

the public finances should contribute toward that end. In

general, elementary education is most favorably inclined

towards the arts; the emphasis of interest being not so

much in what the child creates as in the child himself. Most

experimentation, however, in this behalf has been conducted

in endowed private schools..

According to this report, the leadership in secondary

art education lies, however, not so much within the realm *

of privately endowed schools as within the public schools.

From 19S2 to 1928 the percentage of high school students

enrolled in art courses rose from 14,8 in 1922 to 18.6 in 1928.

The Hoover Report gives credit to "the pressure of

chatted public opinion, and to a belief in the social, economic

and educational values of art, rather than to exercise of leader

ship within education itself, either on the part of art teachers
S

or of the directing heads of schools or colleges."

The growth of art education in colleges was most rapid

between the years 1920 and 1925. In 1920 the popular belief

was held that art was essentially a girl's subject (a belief

which still persists among too many of our high school boys).

However, the registration in art courses grew at Harvard from

641 in 1920 to 769 in 1926, and to 1217 in 1930. Other men's

institutions, such as Yale, Dartmouth, Princeton, etc., showed

a similar increase in enrollment. During the past decade the

Ibid 967



colleges have shown a 400 per cent increase in enrollment of

professional art students, as against a 60fo increase in total

enrolliMnt.

Colleges, however, are still hesitant, states the report,

RTid unwilling to recognize and. accord a place to any subject

not wholly intellectual. The preponderance of college eourses
4

are still historical. The report of Parnassus in 1931 would
i

tend to bear out this assumption. This report lists as subject

matter in researches published In 1931 a total of 48 dealing

with medieval subject matter, ZZ dealing with Renaissance

material, and only one dealing with modern subject matter.

To continue with the summary of the Report, it marks

as trends that (Ij Art has gained in the last five years {Zj

that individual art interest is spotty (3j that educational

texts deal more seriously with art education (4i that the

breakdown from tradition is gaining in tolerance.

The Hoover Report after thus summarizing present condi

tions makes the<following predictions relative to the art

trend during the next five years. They are in substance as

follows:

1. There will be created new art forms due to unsettled

economic conditions, new processes and new materials. Particu

larly, there will be a further development of the color organ,

vibratone, €uid studies in vacuum music.

2. The influence of industry and manufacturers will

continue, with emphasis upon ana farther development of typical

design.

^Ibid, 970.



3. Forra&l education has tried its best, but "missed

the bus". During the next five years there will be an attempt

to catch up with emphasis upon "less teaching and more learn

ing how". Due to the development of authoritative tests,

we shall be better able to discern genius. The old insistence

that we keep art education and education in other fields com

pletely apart will tend to disappear. The colleges, museums

will show new life and we shall see great progress in art

education on the secondary and adult levels.

4, There will be a higher standard of appreciation

on the part of the Au^rioan people. Because of television

ouch of the inequality of opportunity in coontry and city

will be eliminated. There will be more widespread knowledge

and practice of the arts.

5. In order to encourage genius and ability there

may be greater eoonooiio a?eward for those engaged in the fine

arts. Industrial design offers a fruitful ffield,

6. Town and regional planning, that is, zoning,

design protection etc., will be regarded as a sound social

investment for which the public will be willing to pay.

7. Art factors will Influence interracial and

international feelings and judgsrants.

8. Cultural thinking will pat Art into practice

as well as thinking. Art will be recognized as a form of

social intercourse which offers to the individual as well,

balancing factors which can be set against the strains of

a mechanized civilization.



These trends, as speoifiea by the Hoover Report, are

of vast importance to art educators. It is essential iihat

if art education is to be a significant part of the public

school curriculum, it must be concerned with these points

as outlined. Art must raise the appreoiational level of

the youngea^^fensration and also sustain and foster creative

ability as it may appear. The larger educative group will

be art appreciators; a small percentage, art creators. Both

are a necessary part of our contemporary civilization. The

school cannot afford to neglect either group.
5

Chapman and Counts say on this subject;

Hence, wherever there is great creative
work, there is a cultivated people to provide
the stimulus; and wherever such work is absent,
the explanation can usually be found in a
people undeveloped on the esthetic side. For
its immature members the group provides the
foci of attention; it sets the goal to be
striven for; it determines the direction taken
by genius in expressing itself.
... 6 ... o ....

The great educational task is not that
of training the genius; rather iS it that of
creating and fostering in the masses, the
source and inspiration of talent, a growing
consciousness of and interest in beauty.

Standards of appreciation cannot be
handed from teacher to pupil, like physical
objects, neither do they appear unheralded and
in mature form at the behest of desire. They
are creatures of growth, products of life's
guages of experience.

Chapman and Counts. Principles of Education Hough ton Mifflin Co.
6  Hew York, 1924.""P.'318.'
Ibid. 319

7
Ibid. 321



Methoaa of Prooeaare Used In fhls Study

The present study has been approached through seTeral

channels. The first two methods of approach may be con

sidered as of the surTey type, whereas the third method is

philosophical in nature. These methods are outlined as

follows;

a. Analysis of the varied phases
of the space arts experience

As the objective of this Atudy is to determine constant

elements of the space arts experience, it was necessary to

recognize the varied approaohes which individuals might make

in interpreting or realizing such experiences. These

approaches are in substance creative and appreciative;

emotional and intellectual. It was deemed necessary to

determine significant viewpoints of writers relating to

these various aspects of the space art experience.

b. Survey of the salient viewpoints
of specialists in the above fields.

This necessarily included viev/points of specialists

in the fields of education, art criticism and esthetics,

sociology, philosophy and psychology, arid also the viewpoint,

if possible, of the creative artist.



Writers' s^thesis of trends to
form the basis of a spaoe arts
currioulam.

Whereas the first two steps are analytical in

oharacter, the third and final step is synthetic. It con

sists of a placing together of the analytical and survey

methods of steps a and b and drawing specific conclusion

from these analytical implications. The basis for

determining the fundas^ntal factors of a space arts curricu

lum is influenced by a comparative study of the writings

of the various outstanding writers in the fields mentioned.

With this background of viewpoints the attempt is made to

extract definite material which is of practical and suit

able character to form the nucleus of the spaoe arts

curriculum.

There is no consecutive handling of these three

phases of the study, but there is an attempt to weave

together viewpoints which are introduced whenever they

bear upon some particular aspect of the problem.



IV. Interpretive Ylewpointa from varied. Cultural Sources

to the gene fiela of the Space Arts

Although receiving approbation from educational

leaders, there is probably no subject of the modern school

curriculum so neglected both in subject matter and teaching

procedure as is education in the spase arts. Accepted by

modern educators as an important part of the social science

group, the visual arts have received little attention of a

practical nature. Contemporary viewpoints which exist as a

working basis for those interested in the practical construction
%

of a modern art curriculum must be derivea in the main from

several sources of thought. One important branch of thought

is philosophical in nature, fhe philosophical group of most

importance to art education is composea of educational and

esthetic philosophy. Another contemporary influence of great

importance is that of educational psychology. This branch

of thought is particularly vital for its contributions con

cerning the learning process and also for its analysis of

the appreciational attitude. From this latter group we are

able to obtain objectified tests dealing with esthetic judg

ment. Although these tests are still in the formative stage,

they do give a certain definition and objectifieation of

appreciational aim heretofore lacking.

Thus it is in the main to these groups that art



edaoators most look to extract slgnifloant Tlewpoints^

Although Tarying in emphasis, these viewpoints do show

definite trends which edcujation in the space arts may follow,

The most significant implications lead to the conclusion

that the art experience is a part of our social heritage

possessing its own peculiar funotipn in promoting contemporary

culture and enriching individual modern life,

"Every human being as he goes through life builds
1

out of his experiences a pattern of personal interests." It

is the function of education to enrich these experiences,

leading to a complete and well rounded maturity.

There seems to be definite proof that art is

becoming a potent factor of education and is no longer con

sidered a frill or on esthetic appendage of the financially

elite. Following is an extract from the "Report of the

Hoover Cosmaission on Social Trends":

"Thus education in the arts, long left to shift

for itself in the art school or conservatory or in the unsupez^

vised classroom, has by the march of events been drawn more

closely into the general stream. It is today faceu with a

triple task; to meet new individual, social and vocational

demands; ana to adjust itself to the rapid shift in esthetic
2

standards which we call modernism."

1

Folsom, Joseph Kirk. Culture and Social Progress
Longmans, Green & Co., lew YorkTTg'SC p. 405^
2
Keppel, F."The Arts In Social Life." Recent Social Trends
in the United States, McGraw.Hill, 1933. P. 972 — —



A. Psyohologloal and Eduoatioixal Viewpoints

It has been said that one of the outstanding oharaoter-

istics of the age in which we live has been the general dis-

position '*to study first principles and general laws."* Art

education has not escaped this tendency.

Psychology has attempted to explain the creative mind and

the human perceptions and emotions aroused by a work of art.

It has focused attention upon the following points, namely (1)

in learning what forces in the artist's personality lead him

to create (2) In uiiderstanding the process of appreciation

(3) In discovering the relationship of creative and appreciative

experiences to general human experiences and to the human organ

ism. Psychology has contributed to aesthetics by indirectly

strengthening the belief that art and aesthetic experiences

nay be understood on the basis of the scientific explanation

of natural phenoraena. Munro has to say on this subject:

"The rapid success of experimental psychology in adapting

scientific method to a study of complex and variable

phenomena, has enoouraged the belief that not even the most

subtle phenomena of art and emotional life can remain for

ever mysterious. To take the place of the vague dogmas of

idealistic aesthetics, there is an increasing demand for a

V/ilenski, R.H. The Meaning of Modern So alp tare
F, Stokes, Hew ^for'k, P. 5



natoralistio anawer to ovory problem encountered in the arte."

Shis, at least, has ̂ ^iven ednoators the oourase to taohle id:iat

was once Aeeaed an impossible task.

Isj^hology has lihewise shed light apon many mental

aeohanisms, such as the soientifio explanation of eapathy» habit,

emotion aM the learning process, whioh are believed operas in

aesthetic experiencing as in other fo3?ms of behavior,

Biysiologioal psyoholoi^ in attempting to deseribe the

oourse of sensory stimuli through peroeptive and affective ©en

ters and resulting in rhyt^ and eduilibrium may help explain

what happens when we respond to suoh stimuli as 4azz, eto.

However, the complexity of these as they occur in reaction to an

art stimuli are not so easily explained. Psyehology has added

little to the understanding of volition and emotion, 2hs Behav-

iorist would have as believe that emotion is unskilled behavior

and is simply the expression of unskilled energy output. The

Gestalt school believes that emotions are mental experienoee

ooourrlng when the activity of the orgsyaisia is vigoroiisly directed

towards some goal, Purposive psychologists would assooiate

emotion with interest, fhe payoho-ssialysts believe emotions

furnish a driving force and that art is the sublimation of emotion.

All of whioh leaves aesthetio education little authority for

directing the emotions.



Much more has been done to clarify the processes of

perception, recognition and memory, which also are important

factors in the aesthetic experience. The danger of applying

the labaratory mthod too Yigoronsly is that the scientist

may lose sight of the wholeness or oneness of the experience.

For instance, two colors placed side by side may have one

effect, whereas in a color pattern, involving area, juxtapo

sition of other colors, or a whole patterh, the effect would

be quite different. In other words, the labaratory scientists,

dealing in parts or fragments, must not try to draw general

laws involving the whole situation plus the peculiar reaction

of certain organisms. The conclusions must be regarded simply

as what they are - the experimentation of parts in an artifi

cial environment - they may or may not relate to the whole

situation.

Psychology has influenced aesthetics greatly by its

conclusion that standards of beauty and artistic preferences

are produced by a combination of social environment and

individual differences, and that they are neither fixed nor

universal. It has also cKlntributed much by explanation of

the processes of reasoning, learning, and valuation, where

the concensus of opinion points toward a motivating organic

impulse, rather than a purely logical, formal process.

-'Intelligent choice is conceived as a process of trying to

foresee the results of various possible alternatives in

action. This trend in psychology has gone along with the

pragmatic doctrine that scientific eoid philosophic thinking.



inoluiiing moral anO. aesthetic valoation, are not only

practical in origin, bat should be more consciously devoted

to practical ends.'^

Let us contrast the more general attitudes as ezpressed

by Behaviorism Psycho-analysis in the realm of aesthetic

psychology. The basic contention of Behaviorism is that data

be derived from observation of overt actions of organisms

and that the higher thought processes be reduced to the

level of muscular movements. By its mistrust of self observa

tions it rules out one of the best means of analyzing and

eomparir^ some of the higher thought processes involved in

aesthetic appreciation. Introspection is not to be entirely

ignored in the field of aesthetics. It seeiMi, on the other

hand, to be the logical source of information in seeking an

answer to sob^ of the existing creative phenomena. Behavior

ism insists upon the evidence of overt action. Shis beooiEes

complicated in determining appreoiational reaction because

social approval stamps as "Cultured" or "Refined" the

appreciation of certain forms and even certain pieces of

aesthetic expression; for this reason it is most difficult

to deoide whether an Individual's professed enjoyment of a

painting is real, rationalized, or frankly an attempt to

meet only fashionable social approval. In such a ease

overt action would indicate nothing.

Munro, £2. » P • ̂



Psyohoanalyals emphasises that rery latrospeetiom whioh

Behaviorism derides. Although this field would seem to he most

promising and enoouraging as a method of approaoh in studying

the explanation of the visual arts, it has aotoally been moat

disappointing in its oontrihutions. fhe emphasis upon symbolism,

uneonsoioua wish fulfillsmnt, Qedipus oomplexes, ete., has oon-

tributed a great deal more to the Interpretation of myths, poetio

imagery and literary folk lore than it has to the visual arts.

6
Otto Rank says:

For even though the various human oiviliaations
may eaoh arise from the oombination of a oertain en
vironment and a oertain type of humanity, all human
problems are. In the last resort, problems of the soul.
By this ̂ 6 mean, not to say that the soul oan be wholly
explained in terms of modern psychology as our aeohanis-
tio soienoe would claim, but, on the contrary, to etresa
the autonomy of the spiritual, whioh not only works
creatively in the religioua, artistic and aooial realms,
but also determines the ide^ogy whioh odours the
psychology of the tieie. Such a borderline investigation
of the various domains surround the creative impulse and
its manifold forma of expression, it is therefore essen
tial above all else to resist the temptation to aooept
any definite psyohologloal theory as lOae principle of
exegesis, remembering that the ruling psyohologioal
idealogy itself appears to bs as much in need of expla
nation as the other spiritual phenomena whioh it olaims,
either wholly or at, least satisfactorily to explain. For
this aatlsfaotory explanation, even if achieved, is often
bat a apeoioas product resting on the idealogiosl ooinoi-
denoe of the exegetlo prlnoiple itself with the phenomena
to be explained. A fallaoy of this sort oan only be
avoided if the various axpreasloa forms of a cultural
idealogy are regarded primarily as parallel and equiva
lent phenomena of one and the same dynamic or organic
prooesa, whioh oan only be ooiq^hended

Rank, Otto. Art and Artist. JCnopf,lfew York,1933. F. IS.



through the whole process Itself and are
not explioable through one another.

There has been another theory motlTating educational

aesthetics, namely, the emphasis upon natural freedom, insti

gated by Rousseau and carried farther by the emphasis of

Schiller's doctrine, which connects art and play. This mrQ-

raent has led to an emphasis upon "free expression" in the

"child centered" schools and an effort to stimulate creative

originality through the play impulse. Whereas this undoubt

edly has merit when dealing with young children, such a

philosophy is lacking in definition anu direction when deal

ing with students on a secondary level, who, at this time,

are responsive to an intellectual rather than a "playful"

approach.

Hughes Mearns says:

We fight our future writers and artists.
Only the strongest willed are able to
survive our stronger fight against them.

The oreative force must not be permitted
to waste itself; it must be .directed;
slowed up, stopped when necessary, let go
to the limit, thinned out, spread wide;
but unless the direction comes from the
oreative artist himself he is nothing
more than a machine or an enslaved person.

Another movement closely allied in importance to

the educational psychological contributions is the develop

ment of art tests and measurements. The study of individual

Ifeams. Hughes Creative Power
Pay, Mew York, 19S2. p. l51



differences and the tests based upon this assuiaption In

fields of general educational Interest has found in the

realm of art appreciation syrapathetio adherents. The

greatest difficulty In such methods is laoh of authori

tative judgment. The psychologist Is often inoapalile of

passing judgment as to what others may oonsider good or

bad in matters relating to personal taste. Laoking

authority, oonformity has often erroneously been taken

as a criterion for artistio judgment. The emphasis upon

q^uantitative measurements which such tests entail are

inharmonious with judgments relative to aesthetic dis-

orlminatlon. Another fault is that the student is fre

quently called upon to pass judgment upon a fragment of a

work of art, thereby losing the signifioanoe ana import

of the art work as a whole. In general, however, the

field of aesthetic tests offers possibilities for fruit

ful research.
8

Hunro says:

One of its most promising phases
is the attempt to correlate preferences with
different age and educational groups, and with
different degrees of artistic training. Statis
tical correlation is the greatest achievement
of scientific method dealing with large masses
of complex and variable data; and its general
principles ean be used to guide inductive
study even where numerical oonolusions are
unreliable

Munro, 0£. Pit., p. 67



One of the most outstancLing of these tests is

the MoAhory Art Test, whioh^was devised to measure art

appreciation, either as a group or as an individual

test, to serve as an effective teaching aid hy

bringing to a focus the reflective judgment as applied
9

to art values".

The Jest is of a multiple response type requiring

an ordered choice from four illustrations according to

their relative merit. These illustrations differ from

each other in one art element. The test assumes that

objective visual material can be judged in order of

"artistic merit". It assumes that individual members

of any social group can be ranked according to the

degree of their agreement with "the consensus ̂ ^Oijted".

The variables involve line, dark and light

and color. "The iloAdcry Test is organized to estimate

preferences for shapes and line arrangements, values of

dark and light, and color - use of hue, value, and
10

chroma". There are no norms established although cer

tain scores, i.e., 161-180 were considered superior;

141-160 were low average and 140 below average. The

McAdory, Margaret. The Construction and Validation of an
Art Test. Columbia University, New York, 1929, P. S

lo
Ibid, 5.



author says, "Ihen adequate testing has been done and stan

dards of aohieveaent at different IsYels and grade levels

have been established, a field of study will be opened up

along psychological lines for the evaluation and selection

of types of subject matter suitable for use in teaching
11

children."

Other tests in the field are the Meier-Seashore

teats, the Kline-Cary "Measuring Scale for Freehand Drawing",

Goodenough's tests for young children and Zane's "Spaoe Arts

Perception feat".

The Kline-Cary Test attempts to establish norms of

artistic achievement. These norms are based upon group

achievements of various age levels. The Goodenough Test

attempts to measure intelligence of young children according

to their ability to draw the human figure. The test indicated

a high oorrelation with the Stanford-Binet mental age test

for ages four to twelve. It was believed by the author that

the test also shed light upon the development of oonceptual

tiiitiiring' in young ohildren. The Zane Perception Tests are

likewise multiple choice tests. Statements relative to paint

ings are organized under heading of Color, Texture, Scale,

Rhythn, Proportion, Balance, etc. The student is required

to mark the most desirable statement relative to the painting

which involves one special phase, i.e., color. The teat aims

to increase visual perception relative to the Space Arts.

The Meier-Seashore Test gives two choices of paintings,

designs, eto., one of which is right.



Powers aad Uhl say:

All novel •motional responses
are, in part, creative. They conaiat of
adaptations of reactions to stimuli from
within and v/ithout. These stimuli arouse
relevant activity, as inner play, reverie,
and fantasy. At tiroes and with certain
persons, this activity is unsystematic
day dreaming; at other times it is sys
tematic and a goal is attained somewhat
as in problem solving.

The goal of creative activity
is unforseen daring much of the anteced
ent activity, because it must change as
the mood changes, while the goal of the
problem solver is fixed by the states^nt
of his problem. The problem solver dis
covers the previous 'existing law of rela
tionships among the factors of his prob- '
lem; the creative person evolves ana then
recognizes the "law", or in this case,
the appropriate expression of relation- ^ ̂
ships theretofore non exiatant among ^1%
factors,-moods, standards of expression
and media of expression- that move
onward together. The result is the
creative product.

As psychology cannot agree upon the source or direction

of emotion, art education must be concerned principally with

the intellectual content of the appreoiational and creative

experience. The background of experience which students will

bring to a space arts experience will vary according to individ

ual differences.

Powers and Uhl. Psychological Principl.ea of Sduoation
Century Co. , Kew York, Pp. 10^-5



Viewpoints kelatlve to the Spaoe Arts

Psychology classifies two definite reactions to the

Space Arts experience; that of an emotional type and that

of an intellectual type. By isolating these factors, each

type of reaotion oan he more minutely studied. The philo

sophical approach to art experiencing is also concerned with

two general classifications, the "'productive" expression and

the "appreciative" exi)res8tpn. Philosophical thought seems

well agreed upon some kind of general classifications of

kinds of experiencing. Curt Buoaase believes that these

kinds of experiencing are closely allied but differ in their

expression.

Bucasse marks this difference and says; "The

aesthetic experience in contemplation and the art creative

act are phenomena of the realm of feeling just as distant

from each other as reading and writing, which are the
1

exact analogues in the realm of reasonirxg."

Yet Bucasse classes both appreciation (which he

classifies as aesthetic contemplation) and creation under

the title of Endotellc art, their similarity lying in the

fact that in both oases the end is feeling. One operates

Bucasse, Curt. Philosophy of Art
Bial Press, Hew York, 19^9. p7^



through the channel of contemplation; the other through

the more practical or material channel of metamozphosis.

That Is, the artist changes the form of the clay or the

surface of the canvas to attain an "effective" and

desired goal of feeling. The result of such an act Is

practical In that It produces an effect upon concrete

material.

Ducaase defines "Endotellc" art as the "objectlflca-

tlon of the artist's self, i.e., of his feelings, meanings

or volitions. The art which Is endotellc may then be said

to consist In conscious or critically controlled objectifl-

cation of self; or, eq.ulvalently In consciously objective
2

self expression".

Appreciation, on the other hand, or as Pucasse

calls "aesthetic contemplation". Is of a slightly different

character.

Schopenhauer *s description of aesthetic contempla-
3

tlon Is, according to Ducasse, as follows:
If a man relinquishes the common way

of looAlng at tilings, whlon is always
ultimately concerned with their rela
tions to desires and purposes; If he
thus ceases to consider the where, the
when, the why, and the wnlther of things,
and looks simply and solely at the what;
if.further, he does not allow himself to
think of them conceptually (e.g., as things to
be recognised, distinguished, classified,
etc.) but Instead of all this, gives the
whole power of his mind to perception.

Ibid, 111
3 ibid, 137

Schope&hausr, Arthur. The World as Will and Idea
Kegan Paul, French Trubner & Co. ,Ttd. ,19S^ fTTTSl



sinks hlmsolf entirely in this,
and so yields himself to the q.ulet
contemplation of the ohjeot present
that he loses himself in this object,-*
then his state is that of aesthetic
contemplation, and the objoot of it
is the aesthetic objeot.

Describing the opposite role of the artist in urodooing
4

an art work, John Dewey says:

.Any idea that ignores the necessary
role of Intelligence in production of
T/orks of art is baaed upon Identifioa-
tion of thinking with use of one special
kind of material, verbal signs anu worus.
To think effectively in terms of relations
of qualities is as severe a denmnd upon
thought as to think in terms of symbols,
verbal and mathematical: Indeed, since
words are easily manipulated in mechanical
ways, the production of a work of genuine
art probauly demands more intelligence thaji
does most of the so-called thinking that goes
on among those who pride themselves on being
"intellectuals''.

From the descriptions of tnese two phases of the art

experience, Schopenhauer's description of "aesthetic"

contemplation" and Dewey's description of the art pro-

duotive experience, there is a similarity underlying both.

Schopenhauer would relinquish "the common way of looking

at things", abolishing purposes and emphasizing not"the

where, the when, the why and whither of things', but

perceive the "what". Dewey believes that the productive

artist must think "in terms of relationship of qualities"

which is not identical with thinking "in terms of symbols,

verbal and mathematical". Both, then, acknowledge unique

Dewey, op. oit., p.46



qualities of the art experience; the artist, produotively

minded, oreates; the ohserver, oontemplatively minded,

reoeiveH what is produoed. The "what" of Sohopenhaaer•a

oontemplative experience bears a strong similarity to

Dewey's "relationship of qualities" involved in art

producing.

The close relationship existing between the productive

and appreciative phases of the art experience are likewise

stressed by John Sewey.
b

Dewey says:

Art denotes a process of doing or
making,. This is as true of fine as
of techndlogical art. Art involves
molding of clay, chipping of ijiarble,
casting of bronze, laying on of pig
ments, construction of buildings,
singing of songs, playing of instru
ments, enacting roles on the stage,
going through rhythmic movements in
the dance. Every art does something
with some physical material, the body or
something outside the body, with or with
out the use of intervening tools, and
with a view to production of something
visible, audible, or tangible. So
marked is the active or "doing" phase
of art, that the dictionaries usually
define it in terms of skilled action,
ability in execution. The Oxford
Dictionary illustrates by a quotation
from John Stuart Mill: "Art is an
endeavor after perfection in execution"
while Mathew Arnold calls it "pure and
flawless workmanship".

The word "esthetic" refers, as we
have already noted, to experience as
appreciative, perceiving and enjoying.
It denotes the consumer's rather than
the producer's standpoint. It is Grusto,

Ibid, p. 47.



taste, and, as with cooking, overt
skillful action is on the side of
the cook who prepares, while taste
is on the side of the consumer, as
in gardening there is a distinction
between the gardener who plants and
tills and the householder who enjoys
the finished product.

These very illustrations, however,
as well as the relation that exists
in having an experience between doing and
undergoing, indicate that the distinction
between esthetic and artistic cannot be
pressed so far as to become a separation.
Perfection in execution cannot be
measured or defined in terms of execution;
it implies those who perceive and enjoy
the product that is executed. The cook
prepares food fior the consumer and the
measure of the value of what is prepared
is found in consumption. Mere perfection
in executioij, judged in its own terms in
isolation, can probably be attained
better by a machine than by human art.
By itself, it is at most technique, and
there are great artists who are not in
the first ranks as technicians (Witness
Cezanne j, just as there are great per
formers on the piano who are not great
esthetically, and as Sargent is not
a great painter.

In drawing conclusions from the above viewpoints it

would seem advisable that both artist and aesthetic

"consumer" be able to meet on some common grounds of

understanding. It is believed by the wxiten that its

is part of the function of art education to provide

opportunities for this common understanding and experiencing.

This study will assume as a basis for developing an art

curriculum that there are in the realm of the space arts

oertain fundaunsntals which are necessary for either

aesthetic or creative understanding.



Art should he studied in the
same way as we study other suhjeots.
We do not begin our study of the sciences
with a history of science, with the lives
of famous scientists or with a lot of
theories as to the nature of science. In
studying chemistry for example, we hegin
with the science itself, studying and
familiarizing ourselves first with its
elements, then with the comhination they
make, working from simple to complex, and,
along with them, the principles governing
their comhination. So with the languages.
Our study of them begins with learning
their vocabulary and grammar. We learn
to enjoy French by reading French, hy
speaking French, by thinking in terms
of French. So with literature. We
learn to appreciate Shakespeare hy
reading Shakespeare, not hy reading
ahout him.°

The viewpoint which believes art to he a necessary

form of human experience is widespread in its influence.

We find this viewpoint expressed not only hy John Pewey

in this country, hut also by Moholy-lSfagy, mi instructor

in the Bauhaus at Weimar and Pessau, Oermany, and himself

a painter.
7

Moholy-Nagy says;

A human being is really developed
only hy what crystallizes out of the
sum total of his own experiences. Our
present system of education contradicts
this axiom by stressing preponderantly
a single field of application.

Instead of extending our milieu

Opdyke,George H. Art and Mature Appreciation
The Maomillan Co., New York, 19SE. Pp.2-3

1

Moholy-Nagy, The New Vision. Brewer, Warren & Putnam Inc.,
New York. Pp. 10-11



as the primitive man was forced to
do, oomhlnlng as he did In one person
hunter, craftsman, builder, physician,
etc. we conoernoourselves only with
one definite occupation - leaving
unused all our other faculties.

Tradition and the voice of
authority intdmldate modem man. He
no longer dares to venture Into oertaln
fields of experience.

He becomes a man of one calling;
he no longer has first-hand experience
elsewhere. In constant struggle with
his Instincts, he Is overpowered by
outside knowledge. His self-assurance
Is lost. He no longer dares to be his
own physician, not even his own eye.
The specialists - like members of a
powerful secret society - obscure the
road to all-sided individual experiences,
the possibility for which exists In his
normal functions, and the need for which
arises from the center of his being.

Often even the choice of a calling
Is determined by outside factors: a man
becomes a confectioner or a cabinet-maker
because there Is a shortage of apprentices
In those trades; he becomes a lawyer or a
manufacturer because he can take over his
father's business.

The accent lies on the sharpest
possible definition of the single calling,
on the building up of specialized faculties;
the "market demand" Is the guide.

Thus a becomes a locksmith or a
lawyer or an au^chltect of the like (working
Inside a closed sector of his faculties)
and It Is at best a happy exception If after
he has finished his studies he strives to
widen the field of his calling. If he aspires
to expand his special sector Into the complete
circle.

At this point our whole system of
education has hitherto been found wantlng-
notwlthstending all our vocational guidance
and psychological testing. Everything
functions - and functions alone - on the

basis of the present system of production,
which recognizes only exterior motives of
material gain.

A "calling" means today something

279731



quite different from following one's
own bent, quite different from solidarity
with the aims and requirements of a
community. The personal life goes along
outside the "calling", which is often a
matter of compulsion and is regarded
with aversion.

Our specialized training cannot be
abandoned as yet at this time when all
produBtion is being put on a scientific
basis, but it should not be carried so
far that the individual becomes stunted >

in spite of all his highly prized profess
ional knowledge. A specialized education
becomes meaningful only if a man is de
veloped along the lines of his biological
functions, instead of on those of an
outmoded educational aim. Without this

organic security the richest differentiations
of specialized study - the "privilege" of the
adult - are mere quantitative acquisitions,
bringing no intensification of life, no
widening of its scope. Only a man equipped
with the clarity of feeling and the sobriety
of knowledge will be able to fit into the
requirements that are so complicated in
appearance - even those of a specialized
calling - and to master the whole of life.
Working from this basis alone can we find a plan
of life that places the individual rightly
within his community.

This desire to make the art experience universal is

an underlying philosophy of contemporary art educators.

The belief that the art experience is not esoteric but

universal in its scope finds many other sympathetic adherents.



Helen Oarauer eays:

We are all potential artists -
almost all of as. There are bat few
who seem entirely wanting in capacity
for understanding or creating; many
have considerable ability; a few become
great artists. It is a matter of degree.
Art and the way of art exists for most of
as - not only exist bat permeate all life,
today as well as yesterday.

A carrent opinion, far too common,
holds that art is a luxury, a monopoly
of wealth, a matter of museums, something
to be indulged in only in one's leisure,
and quite inessential to and divorced
from one's daily activities. How far
from the truth.'

Gardner, Helen. Understanding the Arts
Hare our t Brace & Go., Hew YorkTTsSS^. 318.



Suiamary of Viewpoints Relative to the Space Arts.

The foregoing hisoussion indicates the trends of con

temporary thought, hoth psychological and philosophical in

character, relative to the Space Arts. The writer believed

it necessary before beginning the study proper to make a

careful survey of general cultural viewpoints relative to

attitudes toward the Space Arts in general. The attempt

was to study various phases of thought which might influence

the making of an art curriculum. The viewpoints discussed

cover a wide field including philosophy, psychology, educa

tion, art criticism and sociology. The rather general head

ings of Psychological and Philosophical viewpoints were

chosen because they seemed descriptive of the differentiation

between scientific and non-scientific thinking in this field.

In summarizing the contributions of psychological

thought which bears upon the problem there are several out

standing trends which should ii^fluen#^ the teaching techniques
and prooedurea for the visuals arts.

These trends are in resume as follows; (1) Psychology

in studying human responses to works of art has differentiated

between two types of responses. These responses are (a; emo

tional and {b> intelleotual. There is little general agreement

among various psychological schools as to the nature or direc

tion of these emotional responses. The intellectual response

has been compared to the "problem solving" involved in the

learning process (2; Whereas these conclusions are still



decidedly hypothetical in character, they hare strengthehed

the belief that the arts loay be understood on sooie more

scientific basis than the vague and idealistic aesthetics

of the past. (3) The appearance of scientific tests in the

art judgment field strengthen the belief that there are certain

objective goals toward which an art curriculum should direct

learning material and direct the development of new visual

concepts.

In summarizing the philosophical trends of contemporary

thought there are certain outstauiding trends (1) There are

two phases of art expression, (a; that which is productive,

(b) and that which is appreciative or contemplative. (2;

Dewey believes that they are closely allied. Ducasse would

designate the difference as follows: both types are the

"objectification of the artist's self, i.e., of his feelings."
Dewey believes that productive experiencing is realized in

some concrete material; aesthetic or oontenplative experiencing

may be apparent only to the individual and is not perceptually

objective. (3) The art experience travels from aesthetic

"procedure" to aesthetic "consumer". There is a decided

desirability that there be a common meeting ground of

experiencing. (4) The visual art experience is not esoteric

but should be a common experience for all. (5) The visual arts

should be studied by their own particular system just as

other subjects of the school ourrloulura demand their particular

techniques of teaching.
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V. Conatant Faotora of the Art Experlenoe

From the preceding aurvey of the various new viewpoints

regarding the art experience the writer has attempted to point

out the multiple approaches that have been made; all of which

aim at a better understanding of the Space Art experience. The

solution of these problems Involves efforts in the fields of

psychology, philosophy and scientific testing. All of these

are of great significance and will be far reaching in their

implications regarding Space Arts teaching procedures. In

the meantime the Space Arts continue to be taught and are often

taught with no definite objectives. It is the belief of the

writer that there is sufficient agreement among the authorities

available to determine the specific intellectual objectives of

the Space Arts experience.
1

Opdyke specifically names as the essentials of the visual

experience, '♦light, dark, color, line and form fehape)**. He

says:

Art is a language - a means of
expression - and as foreign as Greek
to the average laymen. And the way to
learn to read art is to study it, not
through interpreters, but in the original
tongue, so to speak; to study it directly
rather than indirectly. Art has its

"vocabulary" in the esthetic elements -
light, dark, color, line and form (shape)
and its "grammar" or "rhetoric" in the
principles governing their combination -

Opdyke, op., oit., 3.
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called the principles of composition,
or design. Only lay studying, observing,
and familiarizing oneself with art's
vocabulary and grammar can one ever
learn to read it, to think in terms
of it, to appreciate and enjoy it.

Thomas Munro, in discussing the appreciative experience

also includes these elements of the visual arts. He says:

Again, many pictures are extremely
complex in plan of organization, and a
hasty glance, with attention wandering
elsewhere, is not enough to show the
inter-relation of parts. As a symphony
is built together of melodies, chord-
progressions, modulations in key and
other factors, so a picture can be built of
certain repeated lines, colors, solid
objects, light and dark areas, each part
drawn with care as a part of some unified
design. To follow these many parts in
detail, to see how a certain theme -
some distinctive, curving line, some
particular color - is repeated here and
there, varied a little to avoid monotony,
contrasted suddenly with a radically
different theme, bound up with it in some
consistent way, and the whole picture thus
made into a new, consistent world of its
own - this is one of the greatest enjoy
ments that the world of art can afford.
There is no way of proving to the
uninitiated that it is worth doing at all.
In general terms, it sounds unattractive,
and even to read a particular-analysis,
and look here for this line, there for
that spot of color, is not very exciting
in itself. Words are the only way, however,
in v/hioh an author not present to point
with his hand can call the reader's

attention to specific details. For the

Munro, Thomas. "Introduction". Great Pictures of Europe.
Tudor Publishing Co., Hew York, T, XX



ultimate justlfioatlon, he oau only point
to the testimony of oountless artists and
lovers of art in every age, who have found
suoh playing with visual forms to he one
of the most exoiting and fasoinating activi
ties that life affords.

In his recent hook on "The Ant of Renoir" A. C. Barnes

•ays: "Composition, in other words, is an uninterrupted

progressive sequenoe of rhythmic contrasts in color, line,

light, apace, mass and pattern".

Allen Tucker in "Pesign and the Idea" lists in the tahle

of contents as the "Essentials of Design", "Form", "Mass",

"Line", "Color", "Light", "Space".

The "Constant Factors of the Art Experience" selected

for this study are Line, Shape, Dark and Light, Form and

Color. This section represents, of course, only the writer's

best efforts in analyzing available viewpoints from writers

in this field and f»Bm the writer's own eight years of

experience in teaching. This section, then, is conoerned

with a synthetio interpretation of authority and aims to

carry out the final step of the study, the "Writer^'s Syn

thesis of Trends to form the basis of a space arts curriculum."

The final part of this study will attempt to organize

these intellectual and concrete objectives of the space arts.

We shall attempt to show the relationship existing between

these concrete objectives and the varied expressions of the

visual arts, such as painting, sculpture, decoration, etc.

Barnes, A. C. and Deilazia, Violette. The ̂ t of Renoir.
Minton, Baloh & Co., Kew York, 1935. P. ̂ 8.



From this analysis and synthetio plaoing of the analytioal

STidenoe it is hoped that teaohers of the Spaoe Axts may

find a nooleas about which to organize a oarrioulaiB.

These constants will now be presented as the writer

has understood them from the authorities mentioned. After

a study of these Tiewpoints it is belisTed neoessary to

take a position as to the identity of the constant eleorants

of Tisual art experiencing and elaborate upon these

elements as they might be used in teaohing. It is believed

that there is need for the particular kind of visual percep

tion as described in the following unite under the headings

of Line, Shape, Light and Park, Form and Color.



A* Line

In 'broadening the students' oonoepts of line there are

certain potentialities of line to be realized. It is desir

able that these potentialities as they exist In various art

expressions be pointed out and disoussed.

Actually, there Is no such thing In nature as a line.

Physically everything has volume or weight. The Illusion of

line Is created hy the Impact of mass against mass,a tree

silhouetted against the shy, the horizon line of the ocean.

Line marks the end of one thing and the beginning of another.

As such. In art expression. It may be elther^a kind of brief

method of notation for defining bulk or mass, or It may be

self-expressive.

Young children will often express visual Ideas by means
4

of an outline. Disregarding actual form a child symbolizes

by line the thing to be expressed, selecting those things In

the object which to him are the significant parts. In draw

ing a a young child often depicts the head by a circular

or oval line, plus the eyes, nose and mouth. The arms and

legs are depleted by lines as Is also the torso which only

serves to link the arms and legs to the head. Such a method

Fry, Roger. Vision and Design. Coward McCann Inc.
New York. Pg. 86.
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whioh is really a mental notation rather than visoal repre

sentation is symholistio in type. In other words, the man thus

depicted is a kind of hieroglyphic (picture writing) notation

of man whioh to the creator has significant meanings.

Lin© may he a kind of riaual notation and as such

is Uded hy erchitcots, engineers, and otiiora for diagrauris,

maps. etc. As such it Is far more expressive than words to

describe certain fixed situations. In suoii a case the use of

line is entirely symbolic; that is, it stands for sotething

whioh is not present, but which is supposed to soggest to the

observer a cei'tain hypothetical situation, 'fhe use of line as

an expressive symbol is probably almost as old as man himself.

In pre-historio oaves in southern France and Sx>ain there have

been found outline drawings on the walls arid ceilings. From

these same eaves of Altamira there also were taken the tusks

of mammoths upon which were outlines depicting animaXs and

men of that particular period. Anthropologisto estimate that

these drawings are from ten to twenty-five thousand years old,
§

and are the work of Cro-Magnon man.

Man early expressed visual experiences by means of

line; he expressed the break of the oliff against the sky

by means of a jagged line. Thus, man early interpreted from

Sutler, H. f:. Painter and Space.

Ghai'lcfs Scribnsr'o Sono. Sex"? York, IfES. Pg. 8-21.



Line drawings indicating 3.types of hnearo
expressions, often serving utilitarian purposes

PLAS aiftd SLlVATIOK

drnwingg of desks
giving top and end

views as well as front elevation.- tli® various views
of the object are drawn separately and according to actual
or a scale of aeaeursments. Such drawings are used to
show the actual construction and furnish th® builder or

carpenter a diagrammatic guide.

A view of thie type goes farther
than the plan ana elevation draw
ings in that it snows plars, ele
vation and end views jji combin
ation or as a wnole. Xnis ia

called an ISOlil^TllU drawing and
altho it indicatfcia the depth or
third dimension of the object it
violatea the rules of natui^al

vision, hsnce appearing distortsd.
Measurements are actual as in

plan and elevation, giving an
accurate guide for construction
and yet more cloisely approxim
ating the actual appearance of
the object tnan elevation and plan

LIHSAR PSR-

SFECTIv'i.' drawing
of an object as a

pictorial artist would araw it, observing,
the rules that parallel lines diminish to
the'styne vanishing points on aye level.
'UCii a drawing aepicts an object as ̂
appears to tne human eye not as it actu-



nature what did not actually exist• That is, he expressed

nature visually by his ovm man-made expression—a line. In

a similiar manner man expressed fundamental truth by numbers.

Music, in a like manner is man*8 auditory expression. Lang

uage is his oral expression.

In Vision and Design, Roger Fry intooduces the enter

taining idea that Paleolythic man was able to visually re

present such beautiful linear animal drawings because not being

influenced by so many mental associations as more highly cul

tured man, he could faithfully and photographically record
6

exactly what the eye registered.

Line

In our every day contact with our environment we ex

perience the quality of lines in themselves as well as identify

them with the impact of volume against volume. Thus we see

lines as straight or curved. We see their direction as hor

izontal, vertical, and diagonal We often associate with the

direction of line such feelings as calmness, suggested by the

horizontal expanse of seaj the feeling of aspiration, which

the vertical spires of a church steeple may inspire; the force

which theudiagohal glope of a mountain suggests. That is, we

see line in relationship to our environment and attach those

Fry, Roger, op. cit. Pg. 93.



relationships to line itself.

A line is always moving in some dlrectionj as such it

is the track of motion-»the material evidence showing the re

sult of rhythmic movement. The pathway of a line movement may

be circular, verticali,.aiagonal, horizontal, or a combination of

these four. The character of a line must then be detemined

as to its purpose or function. When this purpose is indefin

ite, undecided, contradictory, a line loses its forcefulness

as a conveyor of rhythmic, related movement*

Perhaps the most characteristic line of to-day is the

horizontal. We find the horizontal line expressed by our

bridges, streets, and even our sky scrapers are built up of a

series of horizontal plans (observe a building in construction)!

This popularity of the horizontal is not merely a coincidence

but has grown out of the need of modern man for repose and

stability in an age which is so dynamic and so productive of

new mechanisms to which the human organism must constantly
7

adjust itself.

This emphasis on horizontalism is particularly evident

in the decoration of modern interiors where the purpose has

been to extablish by means of horizontalism an atmosphere of

repose and calm in the midst of a turbulent exterior. Observe

Frankl, Paia. Form and Re-Form. Harper & Brothers,

Hew York. 1930. Pgs# 51-69.



also the dominating horizontal lines of contempo^ry farnitme

designs. This Horizontalism not only establishes a feeling of

repose but will, when properly used, actually give a feeling

of more space and so visually enlarges an otherwise cramped

room. It is interesting to compare with this modem concept

the use of line as expressed by the Gothic period of architec

ture (10th. to 15ih. centuries.) The builders of the Gothic

cathedrals by means of line eiiphasis, succeeded in achieving

an atmosphere of spiritual elevation from the real world to a

loftier and better religious world. The predominant line

direction was vertical and the Gothic arch, with its two curves

meeting in a point directed upwards became to many a symbol of

aspiration.

Thus, though we may deny the actual existence of a

line we are accustomed to speak of the position of materials

as the line direction. As individuals we are very susceptible

to the movement and associations which lines stimulate.

Besides the straight line with its varying directions

of horizontal, vertical, and diagonal, the curved line offers

also a range of variations. There is, of course, the curve

drawn wLth the use of a mechanical tool, the compass, and which

is a portion of a circle j other than this very mechanical

curve there is the "C curve which differs from the compass

curve by drawing larger either the top of the curve or the

lower curve} thus subordinating one portion. Then, there is

the "S" curve which is a double, inverted, and connected curve.



which may likewise show emphasis on either the top lobe or the

lower lobe. The "U" curve is the combination of two verticals

showing a smooth transition into a flattened "C" curve. This

is of course merely a shorthand language for designating or

speaking of curved lines. Actually in a pleasing line com

position there are many variations of these types which be

come an intepyal part of the whole composition. A smooth

*

linear rhythm shows an easy transition or carrvinjcf over from

one opposite line direction to another.

The use of line as an esqjressive visual language has

long been emidnaslzedi particularly by the CJhinese and Japanese.

The style of writing employed by the Chinese einphasizes lino

quality. Chinese writing is not merely the result of finger

movement as is occidental writing j but the whole arm movement

is involved. The writing is done by grasping the brish in the

fist and holding it in a position vertical to the paper.

Calligraphy (or beautiful penmanship) is considered a fine

art in China.

Chinese painting portrays a skilled handling of line.

Slsructure and movement are expressed by sure and beautifully

expressed lines. These paintings usually done on a silk roll

show a skilled handlin|^ of the brush. By a minimum of linear

expressions, and practically no light and dark shading and

little color, the Chinese are masters in depicting the most
subtle facial expressions and rhythmic movements.

Gardner, Helen. Art Throuiah the Ages. Harcoui't Brace.

New York. 1926. Pgs. 436-437.
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him -TYPFS AMD THBIR DF^/FLOBF.IW' INTO SHAPES

Vertical, Horizontal, aj^
Diagonal Line Direations
siiowiiig develoTxnient below
into rectant'ular and tri-
aivailar shapes.

Curve t^rpes, meclianical circj.e
radius, C and S curves—lcvirer
drawing's show use of G curve
and radius of circle to develop
elliptical and circular shanec.

Gonibination of
0 tra,lgb t-di ag-
onal, and corvecd
dl£a^'onal to sug-.
£-0 3t diagonal
Eiovepent.

Continuous C curvao clexRel-
oping into vertical spring-
type of linear movement „
.and grouinr spiral-tTO®* '



B. Shape

From a broahened oonoept of the potentialities of

line as a medium of expression the student may progress to

a wider Tiewpoint of the possibilities of shape expression*

Although line is often deliberately chosen as the

dominant visual expression because of its particulsj^ suita

bility, as is the case in Chinese painting, line may also serve

a subsidiary function as contributing to another visual ex

pression - that of Shape. Suppose we take two vertical lihes

of eQ,ual length and parallel to each other; we then connect\

them by the shortest line possible (a straight line); we ar\
no longer conscious of the existence of two separate move^-

ments, but such movement has been co-ordinated into one shape,

which may be recognized as a square or rectangle. The vistk^l

expression has changed from a linear expression to an expijess't

ion of contour of shape. That is, the line by continuousl^^^ ^^^^^ , \ ̂

leading our eye from corner to corner has created a new entit
\̂

or contour. This contour describing a new entity has length » ^ '
and width. It is now a complete thing in itself. Thus, \ ̂
lino following perfect eircular movement describes a circle. \

•  -V'

The three shapes, the square, circle and triangle, are simple \\

fixations of complete entities in the realm of visual expressib^i^

The placing of any of these shapes upon a plane, such \
')

as a piece of paper, immediately suggests the breaking of the \



background Into other partially defined shapes. When the

enclosed space is darkened, this inter-thrust of light and dark

of backgroiand and shape, is often referred to in art term®
9

as l^otan* When a line completely encloses a space, such ®

space becomes completely active} thus circles or squares

which are complete expressions of circular and rectalinear

(horizontal and vertical) movement speak as complete entities

and in a simple linear pattern (williout other light and dark

or color influences) will focus the eye to some central point

of attention.

Linear movements which only partially enclose space

create from the background plane other partially active spaces.

That is, in as much as such sx)aees are only partly defined they

are less forceful (again disregarding light and dark and color

emphasis) than those which are entirely enclosed by lines.

Partially active spaces, thus suggest, rather than tell the

story.

The use of shape or mass contours is very old in the

visual language. In the decorations of Egypt, early Greek

and Cretan civilization we find the use of shape to create

pattern or architectural surfaces already a hi^ly developed

■"§ ^
Notani A word of Japanese origin referring to arrange

ment of dark and light.
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EGYPTIAN

GRECIAN

VASK SiiAPES SHOVvIHG A VAixIETY OF
CONTOUhS AS- DIFFEiailG CELTUixES HAVE
SXPHESSEH iiUCH OP OUR KNOV/LSHGE
OF THE LIVES OF PAST CIVILIZaTIOHS HAS
3EEH BASEL UPON THESE USEFUL AixTIGLEO
WHICH REILiIH. LIFFERIIIG GLII.L1TES Ax^L
CUSTOMS lilPOSE LIFFEiiSHT liSELS. SHAP?:
SXPivSSSIOlIS xvEFLECT TilESE IHF^UEEGEJ.

MORESQUE PERSIAN



art* The historical function of shape In the visual az^s

seems not to have been so descriptive as is often the case of

line I but more decoi^atlve in type. By decorative wo mesoa

the ability to increase the visual appeal of a 6ux*face by aa

Interweaving or pattern of shapes, dark and ll^t , and

colors* Man has long felt the urge to decorate plain surfaces.

The Igyptians painted upon the ceilings of their tombs

patterns of shapes* Pattern Is the result of organizing

shapes and colors according to some pre-conceived plan* The

Greeks planned the i^ape contour of their pottery and like

wise decorated them with shape patterns* Our own American

aborlglaas have created a massive style of shape decoration

with which they decorated their pottery, blankets and

Jewelry.

Decoration!

Very often this surface decoration Is of a type called

an all-over pattem* An all-over pattern Is the repetition
10

of a unit or iznlts which by "recurring relationships" carry

the visual attention over a surface* The use of decorated s\ir-

faces fulfills mans d^iand for variety* Particularly Is this

desire expressed In our clothing and every year a new assem

blage of gay printed textiles heralds the approach of spring.

Our contemporary textile industries are not alo^Je In their

*  Pg • 166 *

m



manufacture of printed textiles. The natives of the south seas

manufacture from the bark of the bread-fruit tree| a kind of

material upon which they draw a decorative all-over pattern,

using natural dyes. This material is called "Tappa** cloth.

Across the sea in Java there is another type of native textile

decoration called "Batik." This is done by painting with hot

wax upon the cloth and then dipping in dyes. The pattern may '

have to be waxed aiid re-dipped many times before the pattern

is completed in as many colors.

Use of

The use of decorated surfaces is not confined alone to

dress or costume decoration, but it is also a vital part of

our hcme atmosphere. Decorative pattern in home decoration

finds expression in rug, wall paper, drapery, and upholstery

fabrics. Such pattern is often a welcome break from the

monotony of plain surfaces and furnish satisfaction to man*s

demand for variety and visual interest. The contrast of

pattern against a plain surface may also serve to enhance the

beauty of the plain surface.

In determining the pattem of the decorative surfaces

it is most essential that we consider use and individual need.

According to Prank Lloyd Wright, specific purpose is the
11

qualifying aim of all creation." Each individual should

Wright, Frank Lloyd. Modem Archit<

Dhiversity Press. 1931. Ply Leaf.

1. Princeton



detenalno his Ofwn visual needs and select for the fulfillinent

of those needs in home decoration. Too often it is felt that

such considerations should be left to others or to precedent

and tradition vshen an analysis of Immediate needs and personal

preferences would be far more satisfying. A great deal of

our historical knowledge of the lives of past generations is

based upon the types and styles of their intimate belongings.

By these things we are able to reconstruct the lives that were

lived at that time. It is hardly conweivable that our modem

life has not imposed new demands with its electricity, radio,

and mechanical improvements. The things by which we live should

be judged by the physical, social, and visual satisfaction which

they supply to our contemporary life,

Ihe unprecedented productivity of our industrial age

.  makes the selection of furnishings increasingly complex. Vhe

consumer has greater need than at any previous time of die*

crimination and consideration in selection. First of all, the

consumer must consider his own personal needs; surely not a

white rug in a living room where there is a great deal of

wear, nor cold lavender walls in a dark gabled bedroom already-

lacking warmth and light. We must choose with an eye to our

immediate, personal needs and then see that the elements of

pattern, line, and shape add to the visual cham and beauty of

that need. Pattern should add to the visual appeal of the

room or it has no place. It is often necessary that we combine

patterns or subordinate one pattern to another. For instance



we ml^t build the decorative note around a particularly beauti

ful oriental rug, subordinating the drapery pattern, but letting

it repeat the dominant coloring of the rug design* In other

words we are creating a pattern of shapes in our homes when we

arrange furniture against background, drapery against wall

paper, and upholstery pattern against i*ug pattern. Because

our civilization is essentially cosmopolitan we have access to

all types of patterns created by all types of people. Our

diversified department stores display a Sarouk rug from Persia

alongside a xnig from China or beside one designed after the

hooked nig patterns of our Colonial fore-fathers. Such situa

tions call for a fine understanding and discrimination as to

pattern, selection, and pattern combination.

Differing Tiroes of Decoration:

As decoration essentially implies the ornamentation of

some material object or surface, auad as different modes of

living Imply differing objects and tools to live by, we have as

many types of decoration as we have and have had different types

people. In the first part of this chapter we stated that in

dividuals re-shape the materials of their immediate environment

to conform to their own needs and expressions. This is Just

what has happened in the case of decorative pattern. Past

civilizations have used parts of their environment to decorate

their own utensils, fabrics, and homes. The Egyptians having

in their environment certain plants such as the Lotus flower



of the Hile and the Papyrus plant used these natural forms

in a stylized manner. By a "stylized" manner is meant the

particular or oharaoteristic manner of expression peculiar

to a particular group of people. The dreehs, having different

plsuits and differing interests, chose another style of decora

tion. fhe Moore in Spain,with en ahsorbing interest in

mathematics and mathematical formula?! jConwequfeiitly^exiressed

this interest ?/hen they decorattjci with Interlacing geometric

patterns the floors and walls of their badldings as v?oll as

their textiles and pottery, l^ie wapaieuee in their wood hlook

prints show an interest in surface decoration and decorative

pattern. Japanese prints,which reached a high degree of

excellency during the 17th, 18th, sna ISJth centuries .emphasize

the inter-weaving patterns of shapes, lines, and light and

darh. For this reason, they have much la coiiaaon with flat

deoorative pattern. Because of their soft ooloring and

decorative quality, they make adiiiirahle wall decorations for

raany different types of rooms. The modem r.ovement has found

In JapaneBe prints a flat two dimensional {heighth and width)

quality which has much in oocanon with the simplicity of the

modern twentieth century style of farniture and interior

decoration.



Suowiug tne r^am-er in wnich tne Egyptians ' §9
oonYeutl°nallzel (formalized; a natural form
fr©ra tiieir environment. l a/

HISTORIC DESIGNS SHOWING

^WjWJIHr ySSKmfgr HOV/ ENVIRONlLEirfAL OBJECTS
p^Tic'JLAR interests

MvJA W^Hj# HAVE BEEN UTILI.SED IN
m^Hv ■riH mHv creating PATTEiti..

^GVPTIAN LOTUS PLOW PR:,
Adaptations of tnis particular design

were used arohiteoturally as capitals of
columns as well as to decorate flat sur
faces. The Lotus was believed to be sym
bolical of the life giving qualities of the
Nile. It is often combined with a zlg zag
line design called tne "Nile Pattern".

MOORISH INTE-RLACING
BAND PATTERN

GREEK ANTMEMIOr

The soiirce of this
design is said to be
the xioneysucklfc. It sho^
a distinctly "stylized"
treatment of a natural
istic form.

Interlacing border design; a type used by
many civilizations. The lloorish style of border
is built on a very raatnematical s^'steni. The
straight bands meet at angles of either 90
degrees or ISo degrees.

ROMAN ROSETTE
Probably the original

source of inspiration
for the Rosette pattern
was the rose. Circular
decorations radiating
from a center point ai^e
often identified under
this classification.



and Dark

Besides the Importance of Line and Shape in creating

pattern, we must also consider the possibilities of light

and dark,or Yalae.as this quality is often termed. Pattern

is greatly dependent for its interest upon this quality.

Mention of this dark and light interest was preriously

referred to in speaking of the interweaving of black and white

shapes; as soon, then, as we combine shapes differing in

elements of light and dark, we are dealing with Value differ

ences. Usually, however, when we speak of Value we mean all

the varying steps of grayness which lie between the two most

opposite extremes, which are black and white. When all the

transition steps from slack to white are supplied the result

is a smooth and continuous dark and light rhythm leading from

one opposite to another.

Visually we follow light and dark contrasts Just as

readily as we follow line rhythms and shape contrasts. A

strong contrast, such as black sigainst white, will focus

attention as readily as does a sharp color contrast. Where

emphasis is desirable such strong contrasts of value are

often used. When such emphasis is undesirable light and

dark contrasts are closely related. Usually such lessening

of value contrasts occurs toward the edges of a composition.

As interest progresses towards the center of interest of a



oomposltlon light and dark dlfferenoes osoally also inoreass

in degree of contrast.

Talos distribution is likewise an important part of

light and dark pattern and results in a tension or balance

of lights and darks. By that is meant that identical values

are in different quantities placed at intervals over the

composition. If such were not the case, and values were

placed only in regular progression as in a value scale,

the composition would probably resemble a target. While

it is desirable that there be in the whole composition a

system of light and dark rhythms, it is far from desirable

that such rhythms be well distributed.

Distinction between degrees of lightness and darkness

is one of the most important perceptions in color observations

Xvery color as it appears in the spectrum band has a certain

quality of lightness or darkness. For instance, the value or

light and dark quality of yellow is very light, whereas that

of violet is very dark. This means that the color combinations

should show pleasing light and dark contrasts and relationships

as well as pleasing hue relationships. This light and dark

is much easier to observe in shades of grey than in color

contrasts where differences of hue, such as the difference

between green and red, are apt to be confusing.



12
Opdyke says:

Zn studying the light emd dark pattern in a
painting or a colored print, gradually olose your
eyes until you are more conscious of its differences
of light and dark than of color, for color is apt
to confuse $he beginner in observing light and
dark. View the pattern through partly closed
eyes a moment, then open them and see if you can
hold it with the added color and detail. If not,
partly close them again until the pattern is
sufficiently fixed in mind to enable you to hold
it with eyes wide open. Study it for a moment
simply as a pattern, ignoring everything else
in the picture.

When complete gradations of grey from black to white

are perceived in varying relationships and degrees of dif

ferences, the student is protrided with a more adeq,uate back

ground for perceiving not only the extent of light and dark

pattern but color relationships as well.

Opdyke, op. oit., 128-139



Spaoe

So far wa iiaira oousldarad tha algnifloaxioa of materials,

lines, ahapaa, li|;ht and. &arlc as important faotora in a

▼isoal art experienoa. ®hia brings na to tha oonaideration

of volume and form.

In conaiderin^ the bulk or mass of form we are oon-

oarnad with maasurahle weight whioh has height, width and

depth (ao oalled the three dimensional. One of the moat

tangible expraaaiona of form aa created by man is realized

in aoulptore. Graphic repreaantation of form in two dimen

sions must rely upon symbols which have come to suggest to

the individual the presence of the third dimension.

If we interpret the meaning of form as it is created

in sculpture we see that the complete and full realization

of the fundamental shapes, that is, tha square, circle and

triangle, when expressed by an interpretation which considers

depth (such as in sculpturei, become the cube, the sphere

and the cone. That is, one can feel in form, not only up

awfi down and across, but through and around. Form involves

the inter-penetration of shape with apaoe.

Sculptural Form:

Form, aa creatad by tha sculptor, from maaaaa of



mterial depends for its interest upon the eontoor of the

form itself as it exists in space and also for its ability

to reflect light and east light and shadow patterns, fhe

patterns of light reflection are determined the oonwox

and the ooneaTO ot the surface of the amiterial;

that is, the eontrast of the eoneare (going in) against

the eenTOx (going out); the eontrast of round and angular;

the eontrast of raised and recessed areas and the eontrast of

dull and sharp edges. These things are the substance of

sculpture suad are the means by which the seulptor eacpresses

in his own way things of the sculptural language.

Teehniques of Seulptural Form:

As the sculptor considers his materials from which

he is desirous of developing sxpressive forms he is confronted

with two classifications of materials adapted to the sculptural

language. These materials may in a general way he classified

as hard and soft materials. Under hard materials we have

wood, stone, marble, etc. Under soft materials our im>st

eomron substance is clay, varying in consistency according

to the locality from which it is dug. Clay and stone are

very different materials; the very choice of the material

itself determines the technique or the manner of working.

Clay cannot be treated in the saE^ manner as stone. One is

hard, brittle and resistant; the other is soft, pliable and
«

eonformant. Each must nmintain its own peculiar character

in the final sculptural creation.

As the seulptor works with stons as his ehossn
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-SAHDSTOHE HEAD OF A CAMBODIAH
BODHISATTVA (9TH TO lETH CENTURY) FROM
THE SEATTLE ART MUSEUM. THE TECHNIQUE
USED IN THIS SCULPTURAL EXPRESSION IN
VOLVES A CUTTING INTO THE ORIGINAL MASS
AND TAKING AV^AY ATSITTION OF THE MATER TAP



„HEAD BUILT OF CLAY WALLS AROUin) A
IHGLLOW CENTER. THE SAME SCULPTURAL TECH
NIQUE IS EMPLOYED IN THE BUILDING OF A VASE
FORJ/I. THIS IS ESSENTIALLY A BUILDING UP
AND OUT TECHNIQUE.



medium he must out into and take out a part of the material

to reaoh the desired form oonoelved within the block. This

results In cutting or driving Into the surface of the material

with a tool, such as a chisel* There can be no going back,

each stroke must be final, decisive and definite. This is

essentially a taking away process as contrasted with the

pliable clay technlq.ue, which Is a building up and an

adding to process.

In choosing the soft, pliant medium of clay the

sculptor commits himself to a different manner of treatment.

The pliability of the clay Is best suited to a pushing In

and out treatment. Such Is the tGchnl<iue of "ceramics", a

term which refers to objects or utonsilE of earthenware.

Thus, a vase built of walls of clay, which are capable of

being moulded out as well as to. Illustrates this type of

sculpture.

The "driven-ln" technlq^us of sculptural treatment

well adapts itself to more formal and monumental types of

form creation. The dignity and endurtog g^uallty of stone,

marble and wood necessitates a different technique because

of the scale (relationship of slzei as well as the material

limitations.

Form and Spaoc in Painting;
mmmmmrnmmm mmmrnrn mmmimmmmmimmmmmmMlk

We have observed that sculpture works with masses

of material to create form; concrete things are dealt with



and there is a "hollding up" process from materials of the

enTlronment. Painting, on the other hand, is concerned

with the different problem of creating the illusion cf

form and space by means of color and composition on a

two dimensional plane or surface. To create such an illusion

painters have utilized in composition a variety of symbols,

ranging in complexity from position and size of objects to

the geometric rules of Linear Perspective. Space illusions

have been created according to the variety of life interests

and the varied ways of seeing which are existent in the

world. Perspective, or the means of observing space and

distance, corresponds with the particular way iin^ividuals

view the world about them.

A step into space expression is indicated when

shapes are shaded or show one side darker than the other.

If we take a circle and shade or darken one edge, we have

suggested light reflecting upon the surface of a sphere,

a form whioh has thickness. The play of light upon surfaces

or planes of objeots project these surfaces back and forth

accox^ing to light and dark relationships. It is thus

possible to show the thrust forward and backward, the in

and out movement of surfaces on a two dllnenslonal surface
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-A SQUARE AKU RECTANGLE DEVELOP INTO
A CUBE AND BLOCK WHEN THE THIRD DIMENSION
(DEPTHJ IS EXPRESSED. THE HEXAGONAL AND
CRYSTALLINE FORMS ALSO ACHIEVE DEPTH BY
LIGHT AND DARK SHADING AND LINEAR PER

SPECTIVE.



Bsans or Xlght and dank shading.

Anotnor manner of saggestlng the exlstenoe of form

in space is by diminution of size. We see objects in the fore

ground as larger than objects in the distance. How, intellectually

we may be quite aware that the trees nearest us are no taller

than those a block away. Yet most expressions of space indicate

an Increase in distance by a deerease of size. This concept of

space carried to its complete realization resulted in the

mechanics of Geometric Linear Perspective, which we will later

consider.

One of the earliest expressions of space as indicated

in painting was shown by the position of objects. The over lap

ping of one object upon another indicated their respective posi

tions in space. The nearest object was drawn on top of back

ground objects. The background shapes were then incomplete and

out over upon by shapes in the foreground. This impltcation of

distance was one of the first used and seems to have even pre

ceded size diminution in the history of Occidental painting.

The Byzeuitine Mosaics, which are commonly indicated

as the forerunner of modern painting, used such a spatial

device. These Mosaics, usually made of small pieces of tile

or glass, were of a highly decorative character reflecting

the characteristic '^pattern'' quality of Persia and the East.

Ifony of them, however, did show this overlapping of shapes

to indicate the position of figures in space. Expression of

distance by shape overlapping is also a characteristic quality

of Japanese block prints.



Another spatial device consisted of placing the

foreground subject at the bottom of the painting. Figures

in the background were placed in tiers above these foreground

figures, the top tier depicting objects farth^at away. This

was called "tier perspective" and was a practice commonly

employed by the Italian primitives in painting frescos and

altar pieces in the churches during the thirteenth and four

teenth centuries. The figures and objects were all drawn as

if on a level with the eye: their position in the tier indica-
13

ting the distance from the observer. This same "tier" device

is found in Fast Indian and Chinese graphic art expressions.

Oriental art, however, often reverses the occiaental space

position emd places foreground objects in the upper part of

the composition. The sao» method of indicating space was used

in many early American prints. A high horizon line was used

and objects placed in layers on top of each other with the
e

foreground objects being the largest.

All of which points to the fact that man, conscious

of volume and space relationships, has In a variety of ways

attempted to orystalize and materially realize these exper

iences by means of the visual space arts. He has done this

through the centuries by many aevices; by dark and light

shading; by position and by deoreane of size. During the

Sutler, Howard K. Painter and Space.

Charles Scribners, Hew York, 1923. Pp. 25-26.



Etnalsaanoe, when there was an awakening of interest In the

Individual aaan and in meohanioal invention, it was a natural

oonseq^uenoe that there should he an attempt to plaoe spaoe

expression upon a scientific and highly individualized plane*

Many attempts to solve geometrically the problems of perspec

tive were made during the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries

the principle of the vanishing point was known and used

at that time. Ucello, in the early fourteenth century made

many Important experiments with Linear Perspective.

However, it was not until the fourteenth and fifteenth

oenturies that linear perspective as we know it was taught in

the school of Squarcione. This new perspective of the Renaissance

determined the amdunt of space seen in a picture hy the limita

tions of the human eye. This necessitated one horizon line and

was based upon the concept of individual m&a as the focal point

of space expression. This concept, resulting in linear per-

speotive, was to influence the succeeding centuries of space

expression to their detriment as well as to their benefit.

There was little original effort to baeak with the n^chanics

of linear perspective until the late nineteenth and early

twentieth centuries. Perspective of this type is no longer

an ideal of the contemporary aohool of Expressionism.



S. Color.

The fifth fluid final basic element of the Space Arts

18 Color. In dealing with color, which Is an universal

human experience, students should understand the relation

ship existing between the physical laws of nature and the

pigments which are used In painting.

Because of the diverse Interest of mankind in the

world in which we live, color has been explained In many

different ways. The artist, creating anew with color, is

prime^ily interested in the building fluid creating possi

bilities of color. The scientist, interested in discover

ing and recording fundamental truths, observes color as a

resultant of these fundamental natural laws. Such a view

point results in the physloal explanation of oolor or the

explanation of oolor according to the sclenoe of Physios.

Thus,we have color explained both from the viewpoint of

the solentlat ana. the viewpoint of the artist. Each

expleuaatlon has Its own oharacteristlo Interpretation. If

we wish to understand oolor as cui experience of great

diversity we must resort to both explanations.

The Physloal Explanation of Color;

The Physloal sciences have given ua the following ex

planation of oolor aooordlng to the phenomena of matter and



energy According to this explanation light travels
14

in waves of different lengths. These waves vibrate con

stantly and we identify certain colors according to the

frequency (degree of rapidity) of the vibrations. If the

vibration is rapid the waves are short, if the vibration ie

less rapid the waves are long. The longest and slowest waves

which our eye senses are those which we Identify with red, the

next longest produce the sensation of green, and the shortest

and most rapid vibrations are those which we sense as violet.

There are, on either side of these wave lengths other waves

which the human eye is not suffielently sensitive to register.

Those shorter than violet we oomtnonly hear referred to as

the ultra violet ray (used in medical practice) and x-ray.

Those longer than red are called the infra-red rays.

This explanation may seam very complicated and tech

nical In order to simplify the phenomena of light vibra

tion, let us compare it to ripples created in a pool of water

by means of shading a stloJc, If we shaXe the stick quite

rapidly the distance between each crest of the ripple is short.

This is called the "Speotrum Theory of Color", and was

first discovered in 1666 by Sir Isaac Mewton, an Snglish

Physicist.



The more slowly we shalce the stick the farther apart are the

ripples. The distance from crest to crest of the ripples may

he compared to a wave length. The slower vibrations correspond

to the ripples which are farther apart, saoh as red. The more

rapid wave lengths correspond to the ripples which are close

together, snoh as violet.

How Light U Altered;

Light which is transmitted through space with astonishing

rapidity is compounded (made np) of these three fundamental

vibrations, red, green, and violeli-blue vibrations. As light

strikes matter or material there are three important processes

that take place. They are (1) the process of refraction; (2)

the process of absorption; and (3) the process of reflection.

Refraction and the Spectrum Band;

By refraction is meant the change of direction of the

ray of light. This change of direction is effected by a glass
prism. A prism is a piece of glass which is bounded by two

opposing and inclined planes. As the ray of light is changed

from its oourae by the prism, the various wave lengths are

bent in differing amounts. The short wave lengths (such as

violet} showing the greatest deviation; the long wave lengths

(red) showing least deviation.

Wtin, L. C. Colour and Methods of Golo^ Reproduction.
P. Van Hostrand, lew York, 1922. Pgs. 1-3.



The process of refraction maj toe observed toy holding a piece

of cut glass or a glass prisra In the sun light and the Spectrum

band will consequently be reflected.

The Spectrum band Is an image formed by light rays in

sfll-ilch the colors are arranged according to their order of re

fraction or wave length. The SpeotrvM is formed in nature when

li^t Is refracted by rain drops and the Rainbow is reflected.

The colors obsejrved in this manner, however, are usually paler

than if we view them through such a scientific instrument

as a Spectroscope. The Spectrosoope is equipped with lenses

and a prisra, and If we view the refraction of light throu^

such an instriment we are able to observe colors In their

purest and strpngest state.

As lif^t passes through space, it not only is refracted

hut also absorbed by the material with which It comes in con

tact. This material absorbs part of the light and the part

which is not absorbed is reflected or thrown bacS: to the eyes

of the observer. This is consequently the explanation of all

pigments, dyes, ihts, etc, as well as other colored materials.

* A blue pigment, for Instance would absorb frora white li^t the

green and red vibrations only the blue vibrations.

fliPients or paints, then, are materials which absorb part of

a ray. of light refleotintg only one or a single combination of

li^t vibrations.



Color Theories;

The theories of eolor aod color mixtures are too

numerous to outline In detail here. HoweTer w® shall

attempt to point out the main points of difference between

two differing aspects of the same phenomena That is, the

points of difference between regarding color as a mixture
of lights and of regarding it as a mixture of pifyaentf,.

In the fore-going discussion of the phenomena of *

color, the explanation has been based upon the "Light Theory"
which is the idiysloal and scientific explanation of color

as a natural phenomena and jAiyslologlcal sensation. You

will recall, lihewise, that Pigment was described a®

"material® which absorb part of a ray of light reflecting

back one particular vibration or coi^ination of vibrations."
The main point of difference might be said to exist In the

concept of cause and effect. That is, pigment is the effect
of light (the cause) striking and reflecting from a certain
material. It is obvious that we are then discussing two

different aspects of the same phenomena, which because of their

Integral reliitionshlp and natural suooession of bfeserfatioa
in nature are often spoken of as identical. Much of the

disagreement on color theory has arisen frtaa falluhe to

recognize this fundamental difference.
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Light and Plsaenti

This fact h&8 neoetsarlly glTaii rlst to two thoorlet

of color; tt»o Llghl^ Theory and tho Pigment Theory. Althou^

the ttaaner of ohseryatlon is different^ they both deal

with the same natural phenomena. We haye already discussed

the Light Theory and reyiewed it from both the physical

and physiological view points. Briefly the siiight Theory

is based upon the refraction of light into elemental vib

rations. Man has a pertain biological and ^sychologioai

reaction to this j^enomena.

Pigment Theorys

Let ua regard the haiie of the Pigment Theory which

has for so long en|$^oyed soyerelgnty in unscientific and

artistic circles. Along about the early part of the 19th.

century, a certain German printer discovered that by

means of using three fundamental pigments, he could mix

an entire range of color hues. These fundamental colors

were red, yellow, and blue. It was found that by mixing

red and yellow, orange wat formed; yellow and blue pro

duced a kind of a green; and blue and red produced a violet.

For some time the belief persisted that theories based on

pigment and light were identical. It was concluded that

because yellow and blue pigment produced green, yellow

light and blue light would likewise produce green li^t.

However later in the 19th. century two German scientists ,



first Wunsoh and then Helmholtz, established by soientifio

wxperiment the fact that the inter-mixture of yellow and

blue light did not produce green, but white light. It was

then found necessary to re-organize the then existing

theories of color.

It will be seen that the differing characteristics of

colors as produced by lights and colors as produced by

pigments would necessarily lead to different conclusions.

For this reason the adherents to the light theory hare

chosen one set of colors as their fundamental or standard

colors; the adherents to the pigraent theory have chosen a

different set. Both of these groups, however, have seen the

advisability of arranging the fundamental colors in some ilnd

of logical sequence which would facilitate classification and

Identification. They both have chosen the circle as a con

venient method of color arrangement.

The Color ;?heel or Circle;

Tue color wheel is the spectrum hand placed end to

end to form a continuous and rhythmic graduation of oolor

uues. As was previously mentioned, the Pigment Theory

named as the primary oolors, red, yellow and blue. These

primaries were believ&'i to inter-mix to produce the secondary

oolors of orange, green and violet. However, the variables

included in this conclusion are numerous; The greatest

difficulty being a standard from which we can select a

yellow, a red, or a blue. So far the only criteria for a





pure yellow, a pare red, and a pore blue, are those hoes as

prodooed in the speotram band. If we take this as oar basis

of color hues we are relying apon the soientiflo explanation

of color which is called the "Light Theory". As we have seen,

Heliaholtz, atany years ago, proved by scientific experiment

that yellow and blue light do not produce green light, but

white light. It is impossible to produce a pui'e green by

mixtures of yellow and blue pigments. And, as we have seen

that pigment is the result of absorption and reflection of

light rays, we shall encounter less difficulty if we base

our theory of color upon the iKOfit reliable method which we

know that of Scientific Uethod.

Prom this point on, then, we shall base our assumption

upon the Light Theory of color.

Pundamental Color Sensations (Primaries);

The primary or fundamental ooloi' sensations obtained

by refracting a ray of light are aooording to the Light

Theory; hed. Green,and Violet Blue. That is, these are the

colors from which all other colors in the Spectrum Band are

formed. They are fundamental in their nature and not pro

ducible by mixtui-es. They in turn, however, si&y inter-mix

to foroi other hues present in the spectral sefiuenoe.

Seoondarlea;

The secondary colors are formed by inter-nilxturea of

the Primaries. Rod and Green light produce Yellow. Green

and Violet Blue produoe Turq.uoise Blue, and Red and Violet



Blue give Higenta {a Heaaish Porple). 3!heee alx haes,

Primariea aM Seoouciarles, comprise the standara colors of

the color wheel. They, in turn, inter-mix to produce transi

tion or Intermediate colors.

Intermediates;

The Intermediate colors formed hy comhinations of the

Primaries and Secondaries are Yellow dx-een, Orange, Scarlet,

Eed Violet, Blue, and Blue Green. Thus, the six staiidard

colors^ lied, Green, Violet Blue, Yellow, Magenta, ana Tur

quoise Blue, along with the six Interaiediates:; Yellow, Green,

Orange, Scarlet, lied Violet, Blue, and Blue Green, comprise

the twelve colors of the color wheel according to the light
16

theory of color.

irhe range of hues from violet to red which we hnow exist

as color sensations by inter-mixtures of red and violet

blue light do not actually exist in the Spectrum. Thus,

their addition to the color wheed is purely artificial,

for the sake of convenience and system; they cannot be

said to exist as parts of the actual spectral sequence.

Gsstw^d ©p. Cit. Chart IV.



GoMplementa:

After arranging these twelve colors In natural prismatic

8eq.uenoe8 in a circle, we find that by drawing disu&eters

through the circle from any one color we SLrrive at an opposing

or complementary color, fhas, if we connect opposing colors

we have the following pairs of complementary colors: G^reen

and Magenta; Yellow-Green and Red-Violet; Yellow and Violet-

Blue; orange and Blue; Red and Turquoise-Blue; and Scarlet

and Blue-Green.

'



aurafflarj of tlia aonsta^it Faotoi's of the Space Experience,

Ihe factors of visual experiencing which have JIust beta

discussed are obviously tiierely an outline of the "constant

factors of art experiencing." They seek to point out in a

definite way the potentialities of the oonoepts suggested

by Line, Shape, Park and Light. Form and Color.

It is believed by the writer from an analysis of

authorities in this field that these are the oonstants, ever

present, but changing often in emphasis, in art experiencing;

that they should, consequently, form the nucleus of the space

arts currlculuja. By this is meant that the ourrioulum

stressing either appreoiational (contemplative^ or creative

(produotive) can use these constants as a nucleus.

There has been no attempt to develop teaohing technique

of these constants, but only to determine the core of the

curriculum, which is a neoessary and preliminary step. The

space arts teacher must by means of these "tools" broaden

the perception and interest® of student®. Through a diver

sity of approaches to these various "constant factors" it is

likely that some particular few will appeal to individual

students. It is believed that such a broadened concept of

Line. Shape. Light mid Lark. Form, and Color will furnish

the basis for a more diversified experiencing and enjoyment

of the Space Arts.



Tl. Conolosion

The deTelopment of this study has led the writer to

certain conclusions concerning the basic factors about

which to organize a Space Arts corrioulum. From a survey

cf varied viewpoints relative to the Space Arts there are

certain outstanding viewpoints which have great influence

in determining attitudes towards the Space Arts in general.

These attitudes carry implioationa for developing a Space

Arts corriculura. It was believed important to point out these

viewpoints. The first such statement whicdi results from the

study is that

Spaoe Arts may elioit

emotional and intellectual responses

on the part of the individual: soienoe

in the form of psyohology has oontrtbated

the most Imowledge relative

fe dealing with intelleotual responses.

We have seen that psyohology has pointed out two distinct

reactions to Spaee Arts Experiencing; these two reactions

being differentiated as emotional and intellectual. There

is little definite agreement among the various schools of

psychology as to the nature of the appreciative or creative

emotional responses. Much more has been done in defining

the nature of the intellectual response. Powers and Uhl



oompare this intelleotual response to problem solvizj^,

painting out that, whereas the problem solver in a

purely intelleotual solution (suoh as a problem in

mathematies) has his goal pre-determined and set, the

problem solver in oreative worh must determine his goals

as he proeeeds, determining their rlghtness or wron^ess

as the work goes on.

Tests have been oompiled which deal predominantly

with this IntelleotiULl factor. The MeAdory Test sets as

its goal the determination of preferonoos for*'shapee and

line arrangements, values of dark and light, and color -
1

use of hue, value, and ohroma."

In discussing the attitude for approaching works .r
S

of visual art Barnes states as aregards psychological funda

mentals , the following:

Everything that human beings do
ic u3-tirBat©ly dependent upon the
feelings that things and acts awaken
in them. There are pleasant experiences
and unpleasant, and we all seek the
pleasant and avoid the unpleasant. This
is a tendency which needs no justification.
Jiuman beings are so oonstituted as to have
preferences, and in the last analysis these
preferences are gomsthirig behind which we

MoMory, opus oit., F. 5.

Barnes, A. C. The Art in Painting.
Harcourt, Brace & So". .TTew Tfork, 1928. F. 24



^azmot go. Oor feelings, if not
Irrational, are at least non-rational.
In the long ran, everything that we ao
Is done for the sake of some experience
Intrinsically enjoyable, and even when we
are compelled to accept pain and privation,
we do so for the sake of a positive value
which outweighs their unpleasantness.

A second viewpoint oonsldered of slgnlflcauoe In ana

lyzing general attltades of Influence In determining the

baslo factors of a Spaoe Arts corrloulum Is that

"^^0 phases of Spaoe Arts

are ''produotlve'* and **appreo' i" or

''contemplative'^ # these two phases while

differing In expression are closely allied,

having a "prodaoer" and "consoaier" relation

ship ; they oan be separated only for artificial

purposes of analysis.

In this study we have attempted to point out the varied

approaches to Spaoe Arts experiencing. Ihe first differentia

tion (emotional and Intellectuali was elassed under the general

term of "Psyohologloal Viewpoints". Another viewpoint which

Is philosophical In nature differentiates between those Individ

uals who treat the Spaoe Arts Experience as a "productive" or

a creative experlenoe and those who receive the art produot

as a "contemplative" or appreciative experience. We attempted

to point out that this difference was not so great as It first

nay seem, and that as eventually both produoer and ooneumer



most meet through the work of art^i^ is desirable that we

isolate oomraon grooads of understanding.
3

John Dewejr sa/s:

In short, art, in its form, eotltes
the very same relation of doing and
undergoing, outgoing and incoming energy,
that makes an experience to be an experience.
Because of elimination of all that does not
contribute to mutual organization of the
factors of both action and reception into
one another and beoauae of selection of ^ust
the aspects and traits that contribute to
their interpretation of eaon other, the
product is a work of esthetic art.
whittles, carves, sings, dances, gestures,
molds, draws and paints. The doing or
making is artistic when the perceived
result is of suoh a nature that its

Q^ualitiea as perceived have controlled the
quastlon of production. The act of pro-
duolrig that is directed by intent to
produce something ̂ at ia enjoyed in the
immediate experience of perceiving has q^uallties
that a spontaneous or unoontrolled activity
does not have. The artist embodies in himself
the attitude of the perceiver while he works.

We see that what seems to be a dual quality of art

experiencing is really a difference of interpretation. It

is hence possible for the appreoiator and creator to meet

on oommon ground through the work of art. This is oiade

possible when, through eduoation, the oommon ground is

understood in terms of art elements. When these art elements

are objectively taught as parts of the art experience it

will be a great step forward towards achieving suoh a goal

Dewsy, opus. olt., Pp. 48



as Is dsBorlbea by ChaiEtin aM Oomits: "lbs great a4aoatlonal
taafc 18 not that of training the genius; rather it is that

of oreatlng and fostering in the oiaases, the source and

inspiration of talent, a growing consciousness of and interest
4

in haauty.''

^he third and final stateaient which emerges as a

conclusion of the study is as follows

2. 2^ hasle factors of the Space Art

r.rperlenoe reciainiiitg the sarae re

gardless of individual Interpx'etation

are Line, Sha p©, and Park. Form,

4nd Color. Thee© are the constajitt

factors about vhiloh a Space Arts

eurrlculu^i must he sonstructcd.

As Space Arts experiencing is an universal human

experience, eliciting either emotional or intellectual

responsesi or as the experiencing may be of a productive

or contemplative quality, it is essential that the basic

factors of the Space Arts curriculus\ be of a sufficiently

plastic quality to envelop this wide range of activities.

It is believed by the writer.froia the evidence as outlined,

that the visual factors of Line, Shape, Light and Dark, Form,

ftnd Color do fulfill these requisites.

I*

Chapman & Counts, op. cit., 219.



Allen Sucker summarizes the quality of these visual

factors in the following statement:

I will now take up the
essentials of design; the matter
out of which design is made. These
essentials are form, line, color,
light and space.

In the first place, these
essentials are inter-dependent,
they do not exist alone. They a»
part of the incredihle unity of
oreateu things. Mo single one of
these essentials exists without all
the other essentials. One essential
or another may predominate, but always
all are present in some degree. These
essentials in art are really visible
ideas. By themselves they are entirely
empty; they must be filled with ideas,
with spirit, in order to exist. These
essentials are alive in nature and must be
drawn forth and embodied in art without
losing that life. Life passing through
nta.r> Deoomos idea. Then these essentials
are all a part of each other. Line is
the edge of form. Form is the body con
tained by line. Space is whero form
only can exist. Form is tnat whioh reveals
the existence of apace. Color is the
matter out of whioa form grows. Form is
the spaoial existence of color. Light is
that whioh reveals all the essentials and
the other essentials in turn make possible
the appearance to us of light.

fucker, Allen. Design and Idea.
The Arts Publishing Co., Wew York, 19S0. ;§3-34.



Thas, although we may analytically select these

factors, they cannot be viewed as separate entitles stand

ing alone and Isolated* They are all an Integral part of

the oneness of the visual art experience. For purpose of

study they can be pointed out and emphasized. The synthesis

or the of emphasis Is of utmost Importance. It will

be Involved in the technique of teaching the space arts, as

well as in the technical organization of the curriculum

Itself.

It Is believed that the various phases of the Space

Arts such as painting, architecture, sculpture, decoration,

etc., can be adequately understood on the basis of the

constant faotora pointed out. It Is also believed that

these factors offer a sufflolently elastlo interpretation,

allo¥/lng for differenoes of Individual respnnses. This

Is an important oonslderatlon when dealing with groups

laohlng homogeneity, as do our public school art classes.

It Is concluded that the present tasX in Space Art

education is to enlarge as much as possible the concepts

Shape, Light and Lark, Form and Color; to show

the relationship of these oonoepta to the varied expressions

of the Space Arts; to relate Space Arts skperlenclng to

modern life. This study in elaborating upon the visual

elements of Line, Shape, Light and Lark, Form and Color has

attempted to point out how those oonoepta may be developed

and expanded in the teaching of the Spaoe Arts.
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